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News & Notes
Quarterly Overviews now reflect
accrued interest. The “Change in
Accrued” on the front page of the
report is:
Beginning Year Accrued Interest
+
Accrued Interest from Any New
Purchases
Accrued Interest Paid
=
Change in Accrued Interest

Crude Oil

Have you moved, changed your
phone number, or your email?
Please let us know as soon as
possible. Email Kathleen Cuenco
at kathleen@winansintl.com.

Price
200-Day Moving Average
FOURTH QUARTER

2014

Market
Summary

Crude oil prices have “crashed” by 50% since last August!
U.S. common stocks had volatile year but finish well.
Corporate bond prices: 1 – 5 year notes declined significantly.
U.S. housing price increases are slowing down.
Many global stock markets are in serious bear markets.
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2014 & Beyond
Fact: Since 1970, U.S. stocks have posted losing years 22% of the time. Average loss = (14%).
Common Stocks: Entering final phase in current bull market.
Similar to late-stage equity bull markets of the past, volatility has increased and unhealthy
divergences are occurring within the various segments of the U.S. stock universe. Last October,
most of the U.S. market indices were in negative territory. Most of 2014’s profits were made in
November. Wide performance variances also occurred in individual stocks. Every day, we track
90 U.S. stocks that are some of the best long-term performers. In 2014, 30% of these marquee
stocks had posted significant declines and many had broken below their 200-day moving
averages (versus only 3% in 2013 and 12% in 2012).
While most of our market indicators remain positive or neutral, these stock price divergences
remind us of the market in 1998 & 99 and indicate that this six-year old bull market is growing
tired. Bottom-line: We believe we are within 15 months of a significant stock market top
followed by a 15% to 20% broad price correction.

Corporate Bonds & Preferreds: Interest Rates Moved Higher in 2014
Although bond prices in energy companies are taking a beating due to the crash in crude oil
prices, most of the corporate income investments (bonds and preferred stocks) had a fairly good
year.
However, there are price divergences between shorter term corporate notes and long term
corporate bonds. While market prices of bonds with maturities from 10 years to 30 years
increased (yields decrease), shorter term notes under 6 years actually saw their values decline in
2014 as investor appetite for long term bonds increased.
This proves that the “great rotation” out of bonds and into stocks for fear of future increases in
interest rates is not happening. We feel that most investors are not likely to part ways with their
bonds for fear that rising rates will hurt stocks more than bonds.
Our income strategy continues to strike a solid balance between risk and return by maintaining
well diversified portfolios and keeping average bond maturities to less than five years. The bonds
of lesser known companies and preferred shares continue to offer attractive yields (above 6%).
Disclaimer:
This content is for informational and educational purposes only, and should not
be considered investment advice. Investments discussed in this newsletter are
not suitable for everyone, and a professional advisor should be consulted about
the merits of said investments. While the formulas, calculations and third party
data used in this newsletter are considered to be reliable, Winans Investments
does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of the
data.

Bottom-line: In an extended bond market rally, the primary focus should be on research,
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maturities, and
diversification
– not ratings.
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